The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 

Quentin Cooper : I don't know about the weaknesses of the World wide Web,we'll get on to that later, because today we're looking at making ciphers safer.History is riddled with codes that have preserved state secrets and states,or been broken and broken empires.But with the information age in full-swing and e-commerce about to become everyday commerce,there's a greater than ever need for secure ways of communicating.Later in the Material World,we'll attempt to decipher the implications now that the best current codes,involving huge prime numbers are being cracked,and look at how Quantum Physics may hold the key to unbreakable codes. 



Quentin Cooper : Now from discovering secrets of the deep,to protecting deep secrets.If you want a code that can be understood only by your lot and not by the other lot,then you have to have something they don't have,a key to unlock what's hidden in your message.That key can be a word,a number,even a person.During WWII the US Marines recruited Navajo native Americans as radio operators,knowing that since their side had the only Navajos they therefore had a virtually unbreakable code.These days with our personal and credit cards details bounced around satellites,and flashed over the internet,much encryption depends on an extension of an elementary bit of maths.Now I won't go into the details,I've got Simon Singh ["[Maths 1] Fermat's Last Theorem"],author of "[Maths 1] The Code Book" with me to do that,but suffice to say,it's a lot easier to multiply two numbers together,than to take that bigger number and work out which two numbers,which factors,you started with.The tremendous difficulty of finding factors for very large numbers,is effectively what allows much of today's secure global communications to be both global and secure.Except that recently,a 155 digit number was factored and the two 78 digit numbers it was made up from were identified.Now since a lot of modern encryption is based on 155 digit numbers, does this mean we now need to make the numbers involved even bigger? Or do code makers need to come up with an entirely new way of keeping our secrets secret? Well,as well as Simon Singh,I'm joined by Paul Townsend who's working on new forms of of cryptography at BT's labs in Martlesham in Essex. Paul should we be alarmed that an RSA 155 as this group of numbers are known has been cracked? 

Paul Townsend : I think in general no,this is all just part of the evolutionary process that we see in cryptography all the time,where cryptographic techniques and algorithms are continuously evolving and basically we need to test these systems continuously to stay ahead of the game,so that they can be updated,and the strength of cryptographic systems improved. 

Quentin Cooper : Sticking with this evolutionary metaphor,sometimes you get evolutionary dead ends do you? If a code can't keep evolving or a method of cryptography can't keep evolving,it dies? 

Paul Townsend : Yeah,that's distinctly possible,and there are instances of that throughout history,which I think Simon may tell us a bit more about later. 

Quentin Cooper : Yeah,but I mean Simon,I did threaten I'd get you to explain the details.How does the difficulty of working out which two big numbers make an even bigger number,relate to me keeping my email secure,say? 

Simon Singh : Well,the key,which is the crucial bit of ingredient that you need to keep secret,in RSA this encryption system as it is known,RSA,in this case it is the product of two numbers,so the receiver has to publicly announce that number.So everyone in the world knows what that number is.But most people don't know what the two numbers that went together,that were multiplied together to make that number,are.Only the receiver knows that,and as long as he can keep that secret,then security is maintained.The only way security can be broken,is if somebody tries to work out what those two numbers are,and in order to do that,if the giant key is one billion,seven hundred and forty- two thousand,eight hundred and twenty seven,somebody has to say "Does two go into it? No.Does three go into it? No.Does four go into it? ",and so on and so on and so on,until they find the two numbers that are factors,and that just takes an extraordinary amount of time. 

Quentin Cooper : Even....and by the time you've got very,very big numbers,even for a huge computer it takes a lot of time? 

Simon Singh : Yeah,absolutely,it's the most painful task in mathematics.For two-thousand years people have been trying to find a quick way to factor large numbers,and nobody's been able to do it. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay,well given that nobody's been able to do it,but eventually as we've seen with the example of this RSA 155,as this number that's been cracked is known,because it's a hundred and fifty-five digits,why not just start with the biggest numbers numbers you can possibly think of and that way it would have taken even longer? 

Simon Singh : Yeah sure,I mean if you had RSA 400,which means you've got a four- hundred digit number to factor,that would be incredibly secure.The trouble is,doing the encryption with such large numbers takes an enormously......an unreasonable amount of time.If you're sending a hundred messages a day and you have to wait one minute to encrypt each message,then you know,it becomes cumbersome. So you tend to use the smallest numbers you can get away with,which still provide you with a reasonable amount of security.Now the code that was broken,was broken by an entire team of people using very powerful computers,and therefore to use that type of code for a very simple credit card transaction worth fifty dollars [Hey this is the UK we use pounds! -LB]or something,is still safe to do, because nobody's going to set up that kind of effort to crack my credit card. 

Quentin Cooper : I suppose the analogy is,that you know,it's fine having one of those little tumbler locks on my bicycle,but it really wouldn't do for the Bank of England vaults? [You mean where they keep all the dollars? -LB] 

Simon Singh : Absolutely. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay so we'll get on to what one day may replace,or may have to replace this prime directive,but let's just back track a few thousand years.I think the ancient Greeks were among the first certainly to use cryptography for military communications.Obviously there was the need for secrecy then,but how cryptic were their secrets? 

Simon Singh : Well the general system that was first invented was known as the substitution cipher,and that says,"instead of writing A,I'm going to write J,instead of writing B,I'm going to write F",and so on and so on,and that simple substitution,that simple rearrangement of the alphabet is incredibly secure, when you take a first look at it,because there are four hundred million billion billion different ways to rearrange the alphabet,so there are four hundred million billion billion different recipes,four hundred million billion billion different keys,and the only way to break it,by a brute force attack is to check each one,one by one.But in the ninth century,the Arabs found a short cut.They discovered that if you look if you look for the most common letter in the encrypted text,let's say it's W,then W probably represents E, because E is the most common letter in English,or A and L would be the most common letters in Arabic and so on and so on. 
So somebody made a code,the Arabs broke it,so then code makers had to come up with something cleverer and so on and so on,you get this constant battle,this to-ing and fro-ing,between code makers and code breakers. 

Quentin Cooper : Another important part,I presume of good code practice if you like,in the old days, would be to have a trusted messenger,someone who could tell you,you know,if you had...if you'd come up with your code book,you had to get it to the other person,or whatever.Now that we're on a global stage,we're not sending messages about assignations to the other side of town,we're sending messages about you know,possible global strategies across the world,we have to use radio communications, telecommunications,satellites,the internet or whatever to get these things across,so that requires a whole new level of cryptography. 

Simon Singh : Yeah,the great thing about a messenger is that you send him on his way,and he can take any route he likes,and so capturing the messenger becomes a problem.Capturing the message becomes a problem.But now that we're using radio and satellite communications,the great thing about radio is that everybody can pick it up no matter where they are.So similarly for a general,that means that the enemy can pick up every single message that's transmitted,and therefore you have to encrypt everything,and similarly when you send emails they can easily be intercepted,when you buy things on the internet,they can easily be intercepted,so you have to use encryption.But the good news is,that things like RSA [Or PGP -LB] are still very strong,and therefore we have that encryption. 

Quentin Cooper : I mean,Paul are there parallels here in the area that you're particularly involved with, which is Quantum Cryptography,which is a scary sounding term,but I mean does it share common ground with this idea? Are there keys? Is there a sense of what's public and what's private? 

Paul Townsend : Yeah, absolutely.I mean Quantum Cryptography is actually a bit of a misnomer.What Quantum Cryptography really is,is Quantum key distribution.It's a new way of distributing these keys in a secure fashion. 

Quentin Cooper : Simon,in your book,you refer to some aspects of anything to do with quantum as sort of twilight zone technology,but I still want a bit more illumination here.How does quantum stuff work in relation to cryptography? 

Simon Singh : Well,the fundamental problem is,I've got to send you a key.Now the RSA system's been destroyed by some maverick mathematician that's come up with some algorithm so I can't use RSA.I've somehow got to get the key to you secretly.People tend to talk about Eve.Eve is the eavesdropper,she's trying to steal anything that I send to you.Now if I send you the key at a quantum level ,Quantum Physics says that whenever you observe something,you must change it,when I look at my hand,in order to look at it,I must illuminate it,when I shine light on my hand,it actually changes the surface of my hand,the photons bounce off my hand and change it,so when I observe something I change it.Now a hand is a large body of flesh,and so a single photon doesn't change it much,but if my message is photons or if my message consists of fundamental particles,as soon as Eve looks at it,she changes it.So again,if I send you the key,if Eve even tries to sneak [Ref: Video: BB16: Sneakers]a peak at it,she'll change it,and if she changes it,she no longer knows what the key is. 

Quentin Cooper : Paul,I can see from Simon's explanation that it's easy to spot if somebody's interfering with your quantums,if you like,but how do actually apply it to actually getting a message to be secret? 

Paul Townsend : Well,really that's the key thing,that once you can tell for sure whether someone's tried to intercept your message,if that message is now a key,a cryptographic key,then that gives you a way of guaranteeing that the key is secret.You can always detect any attempt at interception and deal with it. So once you know that your key is secret,you can then safely use it with an encryption algorithm to encrypt the information that you want to send over your channel. 

Quentin Cooper : So in fact we go from actually the key element -I must stop using words like key - but we go from having the essential element being the message itself and how to code it,to the central element being the key,and now it's the protection of the key,and detecting any interference with that key, and if you can make sure that your key has not been tampered with,or looked at in any way,then the rest of it all falls into place? 

Paul Townsend : Yeah that's right,I mean this type of cipher system that we're talking about,the security hinges absolutely on the fact that the key is secret,and is known only to the legitimate users of the system,so once the key falls into the eavesdropper's hands,the system is no longer secure.Quantum Cryptography gives you a way of distributing keys over public networks,and then checking to see whether or not they've been received securely. 

Quentin Cooper : Is this all up and running? 

Paul Townsend : Yeah,you can actually make these systems and we've been building these systems for a number of years at BT now.What we do to send the quantum information is use photons,the photons are the basic building blocks of light,and we can send these through optical fibres.Now we've made a number of experiments,one particular one,which we've carried out recently,is where we send quantum information through about 30 kilometres [Glad to see BT are metric -LB]of fibre,in BT's network around Ipswich,and we use two colours of light,in this experiment,one colour carries the photons,the quantum information,and the other colour of light uses...is used to carry conventional traffic,so this could be perhaps tens of thousands of phone calls,or internet connections.The idea is that by checking for errors in our quantum transmission we can check the keys that we're sending as secret,once we know they're secret we can safely use them to encrypt the conventional data that we're carrying. 

Quentin Cooper : Is there a significance to the fact that it's a 30 kilometre radius,because I would have thought the photons would have decayed or whatever,after a while? 

Paul Townsend : As photons go through optical fibre,they can get absorbed,they can get scattered out of the fibre,so basically as we go further in fibre we get less and less photons.So the bit rate,the communication rate for our key falls,and at the moment,with current technology,we can do about 50 kilometres in Quantum Cryptography,and as the technology improves,we're likely to get maybe closer to 100 kilometres,but in fibre we're not likely to be able to do global distances. 

Quentin Cooper : Simon,isn't that very important? I mean,you know, we're back almost to the level of the,not quite,to our trusted messenger again,but we've gone back from a global scale,to a much more local scale here? 

Simon Singh : Yeah,this is fine if you want to send messages around banks in the city,you know 40-50 kilometres is perfect.But to make the system work globally you need to bounce messages off satellites. That means you need to send photons through air,not protect them within a fibre,and their are experiments going on at places like Los Alamos in the States,where they've actually got Quantum Cryptography to work through air over distances of half a kilometre [I thought USA used imperial measure -LB].Now that doesn't seem like much when your satellite is 300 kilometres above you. 

Quentin Cooper : Right. 

Simon Singh : But,half a kilometre on the ground is worth about 50 kilometres upwards,because the air down here is very dense,there's lots of turbulence,there's lots of dust and so on.So if they can extend the experiment to 2 kilometres,then after that they'll go straight to bouncing it off a satellite,and then they're almost there.I don't know whether I'm being over ambitious in what they're trying but..... 

Paul Townsend : I think there's still a lot of technical challenges,but I mean you're absolutely right,if that problem can be solved,then there's true possibilities for global quantum communications. 

Quentin Cooper : And with Quantum Cryptography,have we finally arrived art the unbreakable code Paul? 

Paul Townsend : Well, potentially we have,although you know,in practice these systems are used by humans,and humans are fallible,so there's no such thing really as a completely unbreakable system,but at least in principle,we now have for the first time a system that's perfectly secure in a theoretical sense. 

Quentin Cooper : Finally a question to you both,you been looking.....you know we've been talking about cryptography,we've been talking about secrecy.Secrecy by its very nature is secret,is it possible there's stuff out there you simply don't know about? Is it possible that somebody's got a,you know satellite quantum cryptography system up and running? Because if the NSA or GCHQ had it,they wouldn't be telling us would they? 

Paul Townsend : It's possible! (laughter) 

Simon Singh : Well,I think the classic story in the last two years,when I was writing my book on codes,I came across a story which was that GCHQ discovered RSA before RSA did.RSA are Ravest,Shamir and Adelmann,three Americans,and for decades,well for 25 years,they've been getting all the glory,but it turns out that three people at GCHQ invented it,and they didn't tell anybody until about a year or two ago,and so there will always be a hidden history to this subject,and similarly it could be that people at GCHQ have broken RSA,and we,well I say we'll never know,but we may know one day,but we don't know now. 

Quentin Cooper : Well,for now at least,their secrets are safe.Simon Singh,Paul Townsend lafnetnifblurah,which decodes as many thanks,and after those tales from the encrypt,we are all out of time.Next week on Material World,I Robot.We get inside the heads of the latest artificial life forms and discover they're full of goo. 
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